To date, advances in face recognition have been dominated by the design of algorithms that do recognition from a single test image. Recently, an obvious but important question has been put forward. Will the recognition results of such approaches be generally improved when using multiple images or video sequences? To test this, we extend the formulation of a probabilistic appearance-based face recognition approach (which was originally defined to do recognition from a single still) to work with multiple images and video sequences. In our algorithm, as it is the case in most appearance-based approaches, we will need to use a feature extraction algorithm to find those features that best describe and discriminate among face images of distinct people. We will show that regardless of the algorithm used, the recognition results improve considerably when one uses a video sequence rather than a single still. Hence, a positive answer to our question (in the general sense) seems reasonable. The probabilistic algorithm we propose in this paper is robust to partial occlusions, orientation and expression changes, and does not require of a precise localization of the face or facial features. We will also show how these problems are more easily solved when one uses a video sequence rather than a single image for testing. The limitations of our algorithm will also be discussed. Understanding the limitations of current techniques when applied to video is important, because it helps identify those weak points that require further consideration. q
Introduction
As computers become more ubiquitous and technology more accessible to the end user, face recognition systems are expected to play an increasingly important role in society. A recent change that has influenced the way we study object recognition and other computer vision problems is the improvement in quality and reduction in price of video cameras. This has drawn interests in the design of systems that can recognize objects (such as faces) from video sequences rather than from stills.
Compared to the number of algorithms that do recognition from stills, the literature on video-based (or multi-imagebased) methods is relatively small [43] . One reason for this imbalance was due to the low accessibility of high-quality video cameras. The second reason is algorithmical. While it is generally difficult to successfully do feature extraction from still images, this process has proven even more challenging over dynamic sequences [23, 9, 26] . This second point raises an important question. Would the methods, defined to recognize faces from a single test image, perform better if they could work with multiple images or video sequences? Note that if the answer to this question were positive, there would be less need for the design of feature extraction algorithms that can do a more direct analysis of dynamic sequences. Understanding the limitations of current algorithms when applied to video will help researchers design algorithms that can specifically solve these problems [34, 16] .
To answer our question though, we need to be able to redefine our previous approaches (originally intended to work with stills) so that they are capable of combining the information extracted from multiple frames. In this paper, we first present an extension of our probabilistic approach defined in [27] to one that can properly combine the information extracted from multiple frames. We then introduce an algorithm that selects those images of the test video sequence that are most useful for recognition. Finally, we show that when combining these two ideas, the classification results can increase considerably.
The learning algorithm is defined to work with multiple training images too. These may be part of a video sequence, correspond to images captured with distinct cameras, from different orientations, etc. At this stage, we will also use a linear feature extraction method to find that feature space that best discriminates among classes (i.e. people). In this paper, we test three of the most commonly used techniques: principal component analysis (PCA), independent component analysis (ICA), and linear discriminant analysis (LDA). We will show that indeed the use of video sequences can boost the results of most known algorithms regardless of the (linear) feature extraction method used. The video-based method presented in this contribution is robust to occlusions, expression and pose changes and errors of localization; see Fig. 1 
(a)-(d).
To make the system robust to occlusions, we will divide each image frame into a set of local areas, each of which will be analyzed independently. The recognition results in each of the local areas (for all of the images in the video sequences) will be combined using a probabilistic framework. To address the problems of expression and pose changes, we will find those images and image features of the test video sequence that are more alike to the ones used for training. The most similar ones will be assigned a higher weight, the most dissimilar a lower weight.
Another problem in face recognition is that caused by errors of localization. This problem is exacerbated when one works with video sequences. Imprecise localizations are given whenever a face or facial feature (that needs to be automatically localized in the image) is not detected with pixel precision (i.e. the position of the actual features and those estimated by the algorithm are not the same but close) [27] . This can produce a feature vector that is closer to the subset of an incorrect class. For example, in the appearance-based framework, one needs to first warp the face to a standard shape before proper comparisons can be carried out [5, 40] . In these cases, imprecise localizations will result in a shape change that will be seen as a distracter by our classifier; see Fig. 1 (e) and (f). To solve this, the subset of all images under all possible errors of localization needs to be estimated. We will show how we can model this and use such estimates to define the probabilities of each of the classes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we compare some of the previous work presented in the literature to that presented in this paper. Sections 3 and 4 detail on the formulation of our approach. Experimental results are in Section 5. Conclusions are in Section 6.
Previous work
In the last few years, several algorithms that attempt to do recognition using video sequences have been proposed. The goal is to find an image representation, a feature extractor and a classifier that allows to improve upon the results generated by those algorithms that use a single still. In 2002, this goal seemed yet more challenging, when the results of the 2002 face recognition vendor test could not find any clear advantage (i.e. higher recognition rates) when using video sequences rather than stills [33] . Since then, interest in the design of robust algorithms has grown. However, the methods reported so far do not simultaneously address the problems posed by occlusion, expression and pose changes, and errors of localization.
Gong et al. [15] used a feed-forward neural network approach to do recognition of faces from video sequences. In their paper, the weights of the network are associated to each of the testing images. These are then modified so as to maximize classification accuracy. In [19] , the authors use radial basis function (RBF) networks instead. In this case, the learning algorithm uses multiple stills that are captured from different orientations. Recognition is then done over a video sequence. The algorithm is thus robust to pose variations but not to occlusions or expression changes. A similar algorithm was also defined by Wechsler et al. in Ref. [41] .
Another approach defined by Li and Chellappa [25] attempts to classify faces according to the motion parameters of a set of facial features that are tracked over time. This method can be made robust to different orientations (if the pose is known) and to occlusions (if the locations of such occlusions are also known). However, the method is sensitive to facial expression changes and errors of localization.
Edwards et al. [10] use the active appearance model [7] to estimate the variability of the face within a video sequence. This can then be used to improve learning and identification. Hidden Markov models can also be used to learn the appearance changes from a sequence of images [26] . These methods, however, require of a large number of samples to successfully extract the most discriminant information of each individual. In [24] , the authors propose to learn viewbased manifolds from video. Robustness is increased with the help of a transition probability matrix that is defined between adjacent views. This can be used to define algorithms invariant to pose.
Zhou and Chellappa [44] define a recognition system that uses sequential importance sampling to approximate the joint probability distribution of identity and motion. Their framework may be used to define algorithms robust to pose and expression. And, finally, [35] addresses the problem of recognizing faces from images acquired over long-term observations. Classification is given by the relative entropy between the probability density functions of the testing and training set.
The systems summarized above do not however address the problems of errors of localization, occlusions, and expression changes and pose variation simultaneously. The question remains: is it possible to define a video-based recognition algorithm that properly addresses these problems and achieves higher recognition rates than those obtained using a single image for testing? In this paper, we will show that the answer to this question is indeed positive.
Our first step is to extend our probabilistic approach, originally presented in Ref. [27] (for a recent survey, see [29] ), to work with video sequences rather than stills. We will then show how we can extend our formulation to make the approach more robust to expression changes and pose variations. Here, we will search for those images (of our test sequence) where the facial expression and pose are most similar to those seen in the training samples. We present experimental results on a recently created database and show that our method is superior to that defined in Ref. [27] and to those algorithms based on PCA, ICA and LDA [36,39,1,11,3].
Imprecisely localized and partially occluded faces

Modelling the subset of localization error
Any face recognition system requires of a pre-localization of the face and facial features. The localization of these facial features is necessary to either construct feature-based representations of the face or to warp all faces to a standardized size (and/or shape) for appearance-based recognition [5, 17, 27, 43] . However, it would be unrealistic to hope for any such system to be able to localize every facial feature (e.g. eyes, mouth, etc.) with pixel precision. The problem this raises is that the feature representation (i.e. the feature vector) of the correct localized face differs from the feature representation of the actual computed localization, which can ultimately result in an incorrect classification. In Ref. [27] , we proposed to model the subset within the feature space that contains most of the images generated under all possible localizations (including all possible small errors of localization). An extension of this approach is presented below.
For each of the training images, the goal is to find that subset (within the feature-space) that represents all images under all possible errors of localization. We estimate this subset using a mixture of multivariate Gaussian distributions. More formally, let fI 1;1 ; .; I 1;n 1 ; .; I C;n C g be the set of training images, C the number of class, and n i the number of samples in class i. Since, the average localization error of our localization algorithm is known or can be estimated using a labelled set, one can synthetically generate the set of all images under all possible errors of localization for each of the training samples; i.e.Î i;j Z fI i;j;1 ; .; I i;j;r g; where i is the class, j specifies the sample number of class i and r is the maximum number of images we can generate with the known error [27] 1 . Once the datasetÎ i;j has been generated, the subset where all these possible warped faces lay, can be modelled using an appropriate probability density function. Since the subsetÎ i;j may be non-linear, a mixture of Gaussians is a good choice. Mixture of Gaussians can be estimated using the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [8] , which is an iterative method divided into two steps, the E-step
and the M-step 
where m i,j,g and S i,j,g are the gth mean and covariance matrix of the jth sample in class i, G is the total number of models used in the mixture (i.e. number of Gaussians) and [t] means iteration t. And, in our formulation, it is assumed that all models (Gaussians) are equally probable. The original estimates for each of the means and covariance matrices are obtained by small random modifications of the sample mean and covariance matrix of each class.
Dealing with occlusions
In order to be robust to partial occlusions, we divide the face into K (ellipsoidal-shaped) local areas, as shown in Fig. 2 . Note that each sample image I i,j will generate r possible images (to account for the localization error) for each of the K subimages. Therefore, the new set of images will be given by {I i,j,1,1 , . I i,j,1,r , . I i,j,K,r }, where I i,j,k,l is the lth sample (accounting for the localization error) of the kth local area of the jth sample in class i.
As above, we estimate the subset of the localization error of every local region by means of a mixture of G Gaussians, i.e. fm i;j;k;g g G gZ1 are the G sample means of the G Gaussians for each of the K subareas of the jth sample in class i, and f
the corresponding sample covariance matrices. Fig. 2 shows the subsets representing all images under all possible errors of localization for one of the local areas of two images (each image of a different person). In the figure, GZ3.
Subspace representation
In appearance-based algorithms, the original space corresponds to a dense pixel representation. This generally means that its dimensionality is too large to allow the computation of the subset of the localization error from it, because the number of samples is smaller than the number of features (dimensions). In such cases, it is convenient to reduce the dimensionality of our original feature space to one where the number of samples per dimension is appropriate. Many subspace techniques have been used to achieve this among which principal component analysis (PCA) [13, 36] , linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [12, 13] and independent component analysis (ICA) [20] have arguably been the most popular. Each subspace technique will generate a distinct projection matrix. In the rest of this paper, we will use F a to refer to the projection matrix obtained with method a; e.g. F PCA is the projection matrix obtained using the PCA approach.
The columns of F PCA are the e eigenvectors associated to the e largest eigenvalues of the sample covariance matrix of the data S X . This guarantees that we will minimize the reconstruction error of the Gaussian distribution, which is given by the central moments of the data S X . If the discriminant structure is however hidden in moments of higher order, PCA may not obtain the most discriminant (e-dimensional) subspace. Unlike PCA, ICA uses higher moments of the data to find those feature vectors that are most independent from each other [20, 1] . Unfortunately, ICA does not have a general close-form solution, and iterative methods need to be used instead. In our experimental results, we use the Infomax algorithm defined in [4] .
While PCA and ICA are unsupervised algorithms, LDA works with labelled (training) data. This facilitates the selection of those basis vectors that maximize the distance between the means of each class and minimize the distance between the samples in each class and their corresponding class means [12, 13] .
Since, we have divided the face into K sub-blocks, we will need to generate K projection matrices F a,k , where kZ{1, ., K} and (as above) aZ{PCA, ICA, LDA}. Once the set of these projection matrices fF a;k g K kZ1 has been obtained, the subset that describes the localization errors of each sample image can be represented as fm i;j;k;g ;P i;j;k;g g G gZ1 ; wherem i;j;k;g Z F T a;k m i;j;k;g andP i;j;k;g Z F a;k P i;j;k;g F a;k :
Identification from multiple images
Given a set of test images TZ{T 1 , ., T m }, we work as follows. First, we divide each image T p into the K local areas defined above, {T p,1 , ., T p,K }. Then, the probability of each class c in each local area can be estimated as
The probability of class c given the observation vector T p is
The denominator in Eq. (4) is necessary to guarantee these probabilities take value in the intervale [0,1].
Ideally, we want to find the class that maximizes the total probability; i.e.
arg max
However, in general, it is not necessary to compute the probability for all images. Usually, after using a few of them, the probability of correct match for one of the classes is much higher than the rest. To guarantee success in such cases tough, we may Fig. 2 . We generate all possible warped face images according to the localization error of our localization algorithm. Then, each face image is divided into K local areas. The localization error is estimated (for each of these local areas) using a mixture of Gaussians.
want to impose an additional constraint: that the probability of the class selected be above a predefined threshold.
A Weighted probabilistic approach for video sequences
We propose to assign higher weights to those images of the test video sequence and those local areas for which the expression and viewing angle are similar to those in the training set.
Facial expression changes
As mentioned above, the facial expressions in the training set can diverge from those in the test sequence. This can cause problems, since it is known that the misclassifications error rate increases when the expressions in the training and testing set differ [28] . Ideally, we would like to use those images of the sequence that have a similar expression to those in the training set while discarding the rest.
To solve this problem, we first need to estimate the difference in expression between the test images and each of the training samples. A common way to do this is by means of the optical flow approach [5, 2, 42, 27] . More formally, we write O(T p , I j ) to represent the optical flow vector that describes the motion necessary to move the facial muscles from the expression in T p to that of I j , where here, I j is the jth sample image.
Once we have calculated O(T p , I j ), we can estimate the 'usefulness' of each image in our video sequence as W p,j Z O max ZkO(T p , I j )k, where O max Z max T p ;I j jjOðT p ; I j Þjj and k$k is the sum of the (2-norm) magnitude of the flow. Small values in W p,j means that the expressions in each of the two images (T p and I j ) are very different. Large values imply similar expressions in both images.
We can now use these values to weight each of the probabilities in Eq. (3). To do this, we will need to calculate the usefulness of each of the local areas, which is given by
where O k max Z max T p;k ;I j;k jjOðT p;k ; I j;k Þjj, with obvious notation. We then normalize these values appropriately,
where nZ P C cZ1 n c : We now redefine Eq. (4) as
The reader may have noted that since, the motion field between each pair of training and testing images is now known (i.e. pixel correspondences are given), we could have morphed one of the faces to equal the shape of the other. We have indeed experimented with this idea and observed that the results were comparable to those obtained with the approach described above but with a higher computational cost [29] .
Pose variations
When the face changes orientation with respect to a fix camera, the observed textural patterns in the image vary. This problem is emphasized when one uses appearance-based approaches. While in shape-based algorithms one can recover the frontal view from an estimation of the object's threedimensional shape, in appearance-based this can only be achieved if the shape and radiometric information are properly obtained. This makes the problem of recovering the frontal view of an arbitrarily illuminated face extremely hard.
Similarly to what we did in our previous section, we can use those images of the video sequence that have a similar pose to those images in the training set and discard the rest. To achieve this, we work as follows. We first estimate the pose (with respect to the camera) of the training and testing images. Then, we weight each of the testing images according to the similarity of their pose with those observed in the training set. Identical pose in both images will require a weight of one, while pose differences of over 90 degrees should correspond to zero. All other images will be weighted inverse proportionally to their pose difference (Fig. 3) .
The view-based approach advanced by Pentland and colleagues [31] has been extensively used for object recognition under varying pose as well as for pose estimation [30, 37] . To do pose estimation, we first need to learn the subspace (e.g. eigenspace) that represents the images of all faces as viewed from a given orientation a 2 . Formally, let S a be the sample covariance matrix of a set of sample images with faces at orientation a. Then, the eigenspace representing those face images at orientation a is given by the projection matrix E a whose column vectors are the eigenvectors associated to the r largest eigenvalues of S a . If our sample images correspond to faces photographed at m distinct orientations, we will generate m eigenspaces; i.e. fE a 1 ; .; E a m g: Fig. 4 illustrates this. We can now estimate the pose of a new test image T p as follows. First, we calculate the distance from the vector T p to each of the subspaces. This is usually estimated with the Euclidean distance from T p to the eigenspace and the Mahalanobis distance within this [38] . We will denote these distances as fD a 1 ; .D a m g: Next, we select the d smallest distances (with d%m) and estimate the pose of T p as
where a i corresponds to the pose of the face images represented by the ith closest eigenspace E a i : To create the view-based eigenspace defined in the preceding paragraphs, we have used the images of the FERET database [32] . This database contains a set of images taken at different poses for a total of about 200 people. This set contains images as seen from the following viewing angle: K608, K408, K258, K158, 08, 608, 408, 258 and 158 (where 08 represent the frontal view). This means, we have constructed nine eigenspaces (i.e. mZ9), one for each orientation. We have tested this representation using the images of the FERET dataset with the leave-one-pose-out test. In this test, we leave the images corresponding to one of the nine poses out (excluding those seen from K608 and 608, because these cannot be interpolated with Eq. (9)) and, then, use the images left out for testing. The mean error and standard deviation were 5.598 and 1.268, respectively.
Once the pose for each pair of training and testing images has been computed, we can calculate the weights. As we argued above, the weights W 0 p;c;j should be equal to one when the orientation in both images is identical, and zero when the difference is equal to or larger than 90 degrees; i.e. W 
where W 0 p;c;k measures the similarity in pose between the test image T p and the training images I c,j with j being selected by Eq. (3).
Rejecting outliers from the image sequence
Although our algorithm was defined to be robust to small errors of localization, this (or any other) algorithm will be unable to recognize faces where the localization error is large. Note that, in these cases, the warped image may not even be a face. Hence, it is necessary to define a method that can select those images of the video sequence that have been localized within a small margin of error. To achieve this, we will use techniques defined in the area of robust statistics.
Our method is based on the following assumption: the number of images where the localization error is manageable (small) corresponds to more than 50% of the images in the video sequence. With this in mind, we can construct a feature space that represents the location of each of the detected facial features, ð a Z ða 1 ; a 2 ;/; a h Þ T ; for example, a 1 and a 2 may represent the y-coordinate position of the center of both eyes and a 3 the x-coordinate of the nose. Thus, each test image T p will give a feature vector ð a; where ð a 2R h and h is the number Fig. 4 . Each of the subspaces (and subsets) shown here corresponds to the space (and set) representing all faces seen from a common orientation.
of features needed to warp the face to its standard shape. Since the classical sample covariance matrix does not represent the data well in the presence of outliers, we calculate the covariance matrix of all those feature vectors using a robust equation [22] . Here, the covariance matrix is built with those orthonormal vectors fb T 1 ;/; b T q g that maximize a given criterion S when this is applied to b i X, where each row of the matrix X corresponds to a feature vector for each of the test images. Gather et al. [14] showed that we can compute a robust covariance matrix by using the median absolute deviation (MAD) as a criterion for S.
Those feature vectors that are not represented by the robust covariance matrix described above are then considered outliers and, hence, eliminated from consecutive computations. This means that all those test images that correspond to such outliers will not be used by our algorithms; i.e. will not be used in Eq. (11) .
To illustrate the use of the algorithm described in this section, we have synthetically generated a set of samples (corresponding to a common Gaussian distribution) with two clear outliers. This is shown in Fig. 5 . The method defined above, is able to automatically detect the two outliers of the data as shown in the figure. These have been circled in Fig. 5 for clear view.
Experimental results
Face database and localization
To test the approach proposed in this contribution, we have collected a database of still images (which we used for training) and video sequences (which we used for testing). The training set consists of three neutral face images per person. An example of the training set for one of the subjects is shown in Fig. 6 . The testing set includes two distinct types of sequences, each of which contains 40 frames. The first set of video sequences corresponds to nearly frontal view faces with random talking; Fig. 7 . The second type of sequences corresponds to faces with orientations raging from (roughly) K508 to C508; Fig. 8 . Our current database consists of fifty people. Fig. 5 . To detect outliers, we define a robustified version of the covariance matrix using the median absolute deviation criterion. To illustrate how our method works, we show the results of our algorithm as it applies to a simple case. The two samples marked with a circle are the outliers automatically detected by our method. For our experimental results reported below, we have used the algorithm of Heisel et al. [18] to automatically localize the position of the eyes, mouth and nose in each frame. Once these facial features have been localized, the original image is rotated until obtaining a frontal view face where the line connecting the centers of the two eyes is parallel to the horizontal axis. The top and bottom of the face are assigned as a function of these detected features. Finally, the face is warped to a final standard face of 120 by 170 pixels. Fig. 9 shows the warping results for the images shown in Fig. 7 .
The algorithm described in [18] was found to have an average localization error of about 16 by 16 pixels. In our experiments we used three Gaussians to represent each of the distributions of each class GZ3, a subspace of 49 dimensions to represent each of these Gaussian distributions eZ49, 5 dimensions to construct the view-based eigenspace (where we do estimation of pose) rZ5, and two closest eigenspaces are then used to determine the pose of any given test image dZ2. In our experiments, the optical flow was computed using the method of Black and Anandan [6] .
Expression changes
The first set of video sequences described above (i.e. those with random talking), are used to test the robustness of our algorithm over expression changes and imprecise localized faces. For comparison purposes, we also show the results obtained with those methods that do recognition from stills. The first group of algorithms we will test, is the same as that defined in this paper but with the difference that now only one image will be used in the testing stage. We refer to these algorithms as L-a, where 'L' stands for local approach and (as before) aZ{PCA, ICA, LDA}. The second group of algorithms will be the classical implementations of PCA, ICA and LDA (as defined in [39, 1, 3] ). Their results will be labelled G-a, where now 'G' means global.
Note that while the L-a methods should be robust to occlusions, expression and pose changes and errors of localization, the G-a methods need not be. This is important because the difference in classification error we observe between the L-a algorithms and those that use a video sequence will represent the gain obtained when using multiple images for testing.
We also note that since the test sequences contain more than one image, the L-a and G-a methods will produce different results depending on the actual frame used from them. To solve this problem, we will calculate the average recognition rate. This means, we will first obtain the recognition rate for each of the frames separately and, then, compute the average.
It is important to note that the approach defined in this paper could have also been formulated with a voting framework. In general, the use of probabilities is much preferred for the following reasons: (A) It is easier to detect outliers when one uses a probabilistic approach because these are commonly associated to large deviations of the parameters of the distribution; (B) We can use a confidence value to determine when a class has been correctly identified, whereas in voting we need to define a threshold (which is generally problem specific); (C) The probabilistic framework also allows us to select those images that are best for training and/or testing, while in the voting approach one needs to use them all.
However, in some cases, a simple voting approach (which uses the formulation defined in this paper) will suffice. This is the case in some, but not all, the test we have conducted and that are reported below. For this reason, we will also compare our algorithm to one which uses all the key components defined above but combines the classification result obtained in each of the image of the video sequence using a simple voting approach (in lieu of our probabilistic framework). This method should be robust to errors of localization, expression changes, occlusions and pose, because these are addressed by our formulation. Unfortunately, as we will latter see, the flexibility of the voting approach is not always sufficient to solve all these problems successfully.
The successful classification rates are shown in Fig. 10(a)-(c) . In this figure, we show how the proposed algorithm behaves as a function of rank and cumulative match score and how they compare to the results given by the L-a and G-a algorithms. Rank means that the correct solution is within the R nearest neighbors and cumulative match score refers to the percentage of successfully recognized images [32] .
The results in (a) are obtained with aZPCA, those in (b) with aZICA and those in (c) with aZLDA. The rank-1 match scores are shown in Fig. 10 . As expected our algorithm outperforms those that only use a single image for testing. In this case, both, the probabilistic and voting, approaches perform equivalently.
Occlusions
We now want to study the amount of occlusion that the proposed algorithm can handle. To test this we defined the following procedure. The three neutral expression images were (again) used for training. Testing was done as aboveusing those video sequences with random talking. However, now, black squares of s!s pixels were randomly located in each of the images of these test sequences. Here, the recognition rate will not only depend on the size of the square, s, but also on the location of the square within the image. For this reason, we first varied the size of the square from a low of 10 to a maximum of 80 (which we vary at increments of 10! 10 pixels) and randomly located the square in each frame of the video sequences 100 times (which gives us a total of 40,000 sequences). The results are summarized in Fig. 11(a-c) . In this figure, the horizontal axis represents the size of the occluding square (s!s) and the vertical axis the successful recognition rate. The average and standard deviation of the results obtained with PCA are shown in (a), those of ICA in (b) and those of LDA in (c). In each of these cases, we show the results obtained with the probabilistic framework and the voting approach defined above.
As expected the results of the voting approach are similar to those of the probabilistic algorithm for small occlusions. However, as the size of the occlusion is made larger, the difference in performance between the voting and probabilistic approaches increases. This is especially true for the cases where we used ICA, which is (at least in our experiments) the best representation.
Another interesting conclusion can be drawn from this experiment. While LDA produces slightly superior results when the faces are barely occluded, these results degrade rapidly when s is larger than 30. Although interesting, this result should not be surprising. The problem with the subspaces generated by LDA is that they are too tuned to the training data. More specifically, LDA will select those features that best discriminate among classes. And, when these features get occluded our LDA representation will have less useful information to compensate for this lost. In contrast, PCA and ICA will find those features that are best to represent (describe) the 'appearance' of the face. When one area of the face is occluded, we can still use another. We see that PCA and ICA give very good results even when the occlusion is large. ICA being slightly superior for large occlusions; e.g. sR60.
Variations in pose
In the two sections above, we have tested the robustness of our algorithm with regard to expression changes, occlusions and errors of localization. We now show how our algorithm performs on the second set of sequencesthose that include pose changes. In this case, we will also compare our results to those obtained with the L-a and G-a methods. Note that while all methods use the same three (neutral expression) images for training, testing is done using either the whole sequence (for our method) or a single still (for the L-and G-a algorithms).
In this experiment, the detection of the faces and corresponding facial features is done manually, because current algorithms cannot reliably detect all facial features from images with a rotation higher than 30 degrees.
The results of our test are summarized in Fig. 12(a)-(d) . This figure also shows the results in a rank versus cumulative match score plot. The results obtained with aZPCA are in (a), those of ICA in (b) and those of LDA in (c). The rank-1 match scores (for each of the methods) are in Fig. 12(d) . Here, our probabilistic approach outperforms all the other methods. Note that, in this test, the voting cannot classify the data correctly. The capacity of the probabilistic approach to select those images that are best for recognition (by assigning higher probabilities) is key to this success. Another interesting finding is that the results obtained with our probabilistic method are independent of the feature extraction algorithm used-in the sense that they are all equivalent. This is, however, not true for the other algorithms.
Discussion
The results reported above show that our probabilistic algorithm is more robust to the image variations summarized in the introduction than those algorithms that use a single still for recognition and to those that use a voting approach. This is especially true, for large occlusions and pose variations.
As a final note, we would like to bring a word of caution to the positive comments presented above. While the method proposed in this paper has shown promise in solving the four main problems outlined in the introduction-errors of localization, occlusions, and expression and pose changesfrom video sequences, much is yet to be accomplished before we can use such systems in unconstrained environments. The recognition of duplicate images (i.e. those images of the same people taken months or years apart) is a well-known example of this.
To test the potential use of our algorithm with duplicate images, we collected four additional video sequences form eleven of the fifty subjects in our database. These sequences were taken ten to eleven months after those used for training. The first two sequences are similar to the ones described above: (1) frontal faces with random talking, and (2) images at distinct poses. The other two correspond to subjects: (3) wearing large sunglasses and with random talking, and (4) drinking from a cup. While in (3) the top part of the face is occluded in each of the frames of the video sequence, in (4) the bottom part is the one that is not visible. A few selected images of the sequences in (3) and (4) for one of the subjects are shown in Fig. 13 .
The successful recognition rates of our method (with aZ PCA) were: 100% for those sequences in (1) and (2), and around 82% for those in (3) and (4). Results with a much larger number of people and sequences will be necessary to reach any conclusive result. Such a database is not currently available. Some groups are currently working toward solving this problem.
Conclusions
This paper describes a weighted probabilistic approach that learns from a set of still images and then does recognition from video sequences. A main goal of this paper was to demonstrate that when one uses video sequences for testing, the results are significantly improved as compared to those obtained with one single still. Particularly, we have shown two main points. First, that the problems of occlusions, expression and pose changes, and errors of localization can be more easily solved when one uses a video sequence than when using a single still. And, second, that regardless of the method used to do feature extraction, the results always improve when we use multiple images. Another important conclusion is that while PCA and ICA are good representations to solve the problem of partial occlusions, LDA is only expected to work well when such occlusions are small. By closely examining our results, one can also conclude that while we may seem to correctly address the problems posed by occlusions, expressions and errors of localization, our test only explored the use of frontal face images. Further work should thus focus on the analysis of those features that are most invariant to pose changes. It would be interesting to know whether such features can be extracted more easily from video sequences or from stills. The collection of a database with a much larger set of people will also play an important role in future research.
